haul the logs of the Royal Mail Company's vessels which have been at Grey town, in order to discover the periods of these vibrations, but I am afraid that no observations have beliln recorded in their books.
Mechanical Equivalence of Heat
You will see from the proceedings of the Literary and Philosophical Society at Manchester, that, since th~ discussi?n there, Dr. Joule has definitely abandoned the reasomni:;s m his famous paper on the mechanical f~rce of electro-magne tism, stea':1, and horses. I have now had time to test the facts and expenments of this new theory, and find it, as I hope soon to show in detail, as untenable as his former one. Indeed, I am sure that the mech anical equivalence of heat mus_t soon be generally ":bandoned as in consistent with facts. You will see that the A pnl number of the "Review of Popular Science," has definitely pronounced a decision in my favour; and I am sure you will soon be convinced yourself that your own first reviewer of my article in the Quarterly Journal oj Science was more reasonable than your second.
H. H IGHT0N Aurora by Daylight AN additional well-authenticated instance ot this very rare but indisputable phenomenon, may, perhaps, be thought worthy of insertioi1.
In the Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy for 1788 (embodied in "Memoirs of Science and the Arts," 1798), is "An Account of an :Aurora Borealis seen in full Sunshine, by the Rev. Henry Ussher, D.D.," which opens in the ensuing manner:-" The following phenomenon b eing very uncommon, if not entirely new, I think it worth communicating to the Academy, principally with a view to learn whether any other perwn has observed a similar one at any time ·:-" 'On Saturday night, May 24, 1788, there was a very bright aurora borealis, the cornscating rays of which united, as usual, in the pole of the dipping needle. I have always observed that an aurora borealis renders the stars remarkably unsteady in the telescop~. The next morning, about eleven, finding the ~t~rs flutter much, I examined the state of the sky, and saw wh1tish ray5 ascending from every part of the horizon, all tending to the pole of the dipping needle, where at their union they formed a small thin and white canopy, similar to the luminous one ex.hibited by an aurora at night. These rays coruscated or shiverecl from the horizon to their point of union . These effects were distinctly seen by three different people, and their point of union marked separate! y by each of them.'" T. w. WEBB
The Coronal Rifts
THE enclosed extract of a letter from Captain Tupman, who observed the Eclipse of Decemberlast throngh the finder of Prof. Harkness's telescope at Syracuse, may interest some of your readers:-'' It is a singluar feature in all the photographs that the 'rifts' are so wide and distinct. They are actinic rifts. As seen in the telescope simply the corona had no such rifts. I watched it during the whole 105 seconds; such a feature would, of course, have strnck me instantly. I actually pointed Prof. Harkness's spectroscope in the rifts as being bright parts of the corona ! " A . C. RANYARD
The Name " Britain"
As '' C. L. N. F." has in your last well answered the letter of "A. R. H.," I have now only to reply to Mr. H yde Clarke's letter, in which he says I should find it difficult in my derivation of "Britannia" and " tin" " to explain on the same basis the conformable names" of the countries and rivers which he mentions, inasmuch as "these names are not explainable in Phoenician, because they were given long before the Phoenicians entered on the stage of history." His paper read before the Anthropological Institute I have not seen, but as "the learned" Bochart and other authors have considered the name " Britain" to have been derived from the tin which the Phaenicians exported from Cornwall more than 3,000 years ago (Num. xxxi. 22), and as no one will venture to say that "tin" was not then the name of this metal in the most ancient Cornish as well as in the Phcenician lang uage, from which it proceed ed, I do not think I can fairly be called upon to go into the "difficult" task suggested by Mr. Clarke.
The original name of onr island I have imagined to be Bretin ( " Tin Mount"), that being at first exclusively the name of the mount from which the Cornish tin was exported by the Phaenicians, and it is highly probable that the same. name was afterwards given by these ancient traders to the entire island, ot which the mount was only a pa1·t, for it was Britain that gave them nearly all their tin, and its most beautiful natural object known to them was St. Michael's lYfozmt.
There being other islands close to Britain, the Romans gave the name Britannia, indiscriminately to them all. When they spoke of Britain as dissociated from its contiguous islands, they called it either Britannia or Insula Britannica, which is synonymous wi th v;jo-os BpETTcw11<17. This word, BpeTTu.v,,c 11 , used at first adjectively by tlie Greeks, had in the time of Diodorus Siculus become a substantive, so that he uses it as such when describing the daily insulated port or mount called sometimes Iktin (Tin Port), and sometimes Bretin (Tin Mount), adjacent to Bp ETTu.vm17, to which port or mount at low water the tin was carried from the mainland for sale and exportation. The following is the passage :-eis '7'1)V v17 <rov 1rpo,c«µ.ev17v p.ev 'T))s Bpe, , , c17s Ovoµa.(oµeV'1JV OE 'ItcTtV, Plymouth, May 6 RICHARD EDMONDS ~-,* We cannot print any more letters on thissubject.-ED.
The Sensation of Colour PR0E', CLERK MAXWELL in his valuable paper on Colour in NATURE (vol. iv. p. 13) commits himself to the opinion that there must be three distinct sets of retinal nerves, one for each of the three primary sensations of colour. It is obvious that demon· strative proof or disproof of this is unattainable : we can only reason analogically. The analogy of the ear is in favour of such an opinion, so far as it goes ; for there appears to be proof, or probability almost amounting to proof, that sounds of different pitch a re conveyed to the brain by different nerves. Ent the ear resembles the other organs of sense less than they resemble each other; and there is surely no reason for thinking that there are distinct nerves of smell for every distinct kind of smell, or distinct nerves of taste for every distinct kind of taste. Nor I believe is there the slightest proof of nerves for the sen sation of heat distinct from those of touch.
JOSEPH J OHN MURPHY Old Forge, Dunmurry, Co. Antrim, May 8 P.S.-I am not now at home. I intend to write in reply to Mr. Laughton's important letter on the Prevalence of West \Vim ls, wl1en I am a t home and have the file of NATURE and other authorities to refer to.
The Cave-Lion in the Peat of Holderness WHILST engaged in the task of rearranging this Museum, I have been impressed with the value of t wo specimens in the P ahepntological collection.
One is labelled "No. 7, Fehr-metatarsal inner (Right_siqe)," NATURE L May 1 r, 1871 the other one is "Pelis -14. Femur Right side." There is 110 record in the catalogue by whom they were presented, nor of any of the circumstances of their gisement. The specimens, in fact, have no history whatever, and I can only say that I found them in close juxtaposition with a large series of red-deer bones from Holderness, with which they perfectly agree in their mineralogical condition. I have no doubt that they are bona .fide from the Holderness Peat. Their identification as bones or P. !co (variety spela:a) is also certain.
Hull Royal Institution C. CARTER BL~KE Eozoon Canadense SINCE reading some of the communications on the Eozoon, which have appeared from time to time in NATURE, I have felt constrained briefly to give the results of my examination of the "Eozoic" limestone in Eastern Massachusetts. I am the more disposed to do this, hoping that a new line of investigation will be suggested to observers in other localities.
Last autumn I visited for the first time the quarries of "Eozoon" limestone in Chelmsford, under the guidance of my friend Mr. Burbank, of Lowell, Massachusetts, who has furnished many microscopists with specimens for sections. Having been long engaged in the study of the foliated series of rocks, and having years ago discovered indubitable evidence that portions of the included limestone are c.f .vaporous origin, I was prepared to recognise the same feature in the Chelmsford '' Eozoic" rock. I was accordingly not surprised on examination to find, what the advocates of the organic nature of the Eozoon seem never to have suspected, that the limestone in question is not a "sedimentary rock ; " that it occupies, or rather occupied, (for it has been for the most part removed) pockets or ovenshaped cavities, which were once plainly overarched by gneiss ; that it is foliated, there being a regular succession of leaf-like layers from 1he walls toward the centres of the cavities, witness to wh;ch is borne by a like succession of different minerals; that in some places it ramifies the surrounding rock in a vein-like way, wlnle in others it exactly conforms v.ith the most abrupt irregularities of surface; that in one locality, which I have repeatedly examined, it conforms with the uneven portions of a mass of syenite, with which it is so associated as to reveal its more recent origin; and that, therefore, it is not of nummulitic derivation, but was deposited in a vein-like form, the materials having been probably forced up into the cavities from below while in a vaporous state.
Such, in few words, is the result of my examination-a result which tends to show that the "Eozoon" of Eastern Masnchusets is not organic, and that thus it belongs to the department of Mineralogy, and not to that of Pal8contology. Waving additional particulars for the present, I may simply add that I propose in due time to give a detailed exposition of the relations of this famous '' Eozoic" rock.
Cambridge, Mass., April 15 JOHN B. PERRY
THICKNESS OF THE EARTH'S CRUST
I SEE that at p. 296 of your journal for February last, which has recently reached Calcutta, you print a lecture by Mr. David Forbes" On the Nature o! the Ea,th's Interior," in which reference is made to the Mr. W. Hopkins's method of determining whether the thickness of the earth's crust is great or small when compared with the whole radius, and to M. Delaunay's objection to it.
The lecturer refers to me as having approved of Mr. Hopkins's method, which I always have done and do still, and then makes the following apparently crushing remarks to annihilate Mr. Hopkins and all who approve of his. method and of the result to which it leads, viz., that the crust is very thick. He says :-" M. Delaunay, an authority equally eminent as a mathematician and an astronomer, was induced to undertake the reconsideration of the problem; a labour (!) which has resulted in altogether reversing the above decision and demonstrating the complete fallacy of the premises upon which so much elaborate reasoning had been expended."
As the lecturer had condescended to mention my name in connection with the subject, I wonder why he has taken no notice of my letter in reply to M. Delaunay, which was printed in your journal for July I 870, six months before the lecture was delivered, and which also appeared about the same time in the Philosophical Magazine and the Geological JIIagaz!·ne. ID: this I showed that M. Delaunay had evidently m1sconce1ved the problem, and that Mr. Hopkins's method is altogether unaffected by his remarks.
So much has been said about profound mathematical calculations in connection with Mr. Hopkins's investigation that I conceive many have shrunk from attempting to und~rstand the question at issue, from a feeling that they would not be able to comprehend it were they to attempt to do so. But this is quite a mistake. Anyone with an ordinary degree of knowledge of popular astronomy and of mechanical action is quite competent to form a good opinion on the point in dispute. What Mr. Hopkins did may be divided into two par~s. H': first conceived an idea which was to be the basis of his calculat10n ; and then' he made his calculation. It is the calculation that calls for the "profound mathematics." But it is not this that is the matter of dispute. It is the idea, on which _the calculation is based, which M. Delaunay calls m question.
I think I can make the matter sufficiently plain to your readers to enable them to form their own opinion.
Everyone having a knowledge of popular astronomy is aware that the earth revolves round an axis, which is fixed in the earth's solid crust, but shifts very slowly in space, producing what has been known ever since the days of Hipparchus by the name Precession. On this fact as his ground-work Mr. Hopkins reasoned as follows; and so got to his idea, which formed the basis of his calculation.
Suppose the earth has a solid crust, the interior being filled up with fluid. If the axis remained steady in space and the crust revolved round it uniformly, no doubt, although the crust and fluid may have moved differently at one time, yet in the lapse of ages friction and viscosity in the fluid would cause the fluid at last to revolve with the crust just as if the whole were one solid mass. This being the case, suppose a slight horizontal push is given to the two poles, in opposite directions, so as slightly to shift the axis in space; what would happen ? The revolving crust, by this new and additional motion, would slip over the surfoce of the re valving fluid, through a small space proportionate to the push given to the poles. The fluid could not possibly acquire in an instant this new motion, however small it might be, because the fluid is not rigidly connected with the crust. Suppose a second, and a third, and a succession of slight horizontal pushes to be given to the poles in a continually altering direction, the effect will be that the revolving crust will be continually slipping over the revolving fluid which has not time to acquire these new motions given instantaneously to the solid crust. These succesoive slight pushes given to the poles, and so to the solid crust, represent the unceasing action upon the crust of the force which causes the motion of precession in the earth's axis. and arises from the attraction of the sun and moon on the protuberant parts of the earth about the <:>quator.
Mr. Hopkins having reasoned thus far, went a step farther, and so came to his fundamental idea. He saw that the thinner the crust the smaller would be the mass which the disturbing force producing precession would have to move, and therefore the greater would be the motion caused, that is, the precession. Here, then, he discerned a connecting link between the amount of precession of the earth's axis and the thickness of the earth's crust.
This was the idea I have aliuded to.
Starting from this idea he entered upon a profound calculation and obtained a formula, which gives the thickness in terms of the amount of precession. This amount is a matter of observation ; and the thickness can therefore be deduced by the formula from the observed pre-
